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Introduction - Macroscopic Fundamental Diagram

For a homogeneous network with vehicle accumulation Nk , the estimated
rate (flow) at which vehicles complete trips per unit time, Q(Nk), satisfies
the Macroscopic Fundamental Diagram (MFD)
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over 80 links

Fundamental diagram Q(Nk) for
Stockholm city center

Using various traffic control methods, agencies aim at maintaining optimum
(critical) accumulation Ncr at the peak flow capacity

Agencies can also use the MFD to estimate average travel times for public
information and engineering purposes.
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Introduction - Perimeter flow control with QoS

One such traffic control method: by monitoring the number of vehicles
entering the network: perimeter flow control
see, e.g., Daganzo (2007), Keyvan-Ekbatani et al. (2012); Haddad & Geroliminis

(2012), Geroliminis et al, (2013), Ampountolas & Geroliminis (2013)

Controlled inflows
External arrival flows
Exit flows

Internal network

Law of conservation with a concave flow

function (MFD)

External network

Simple queuing model, describing the

dynamics of feeding links

QoS (Quality of Service) indicators
Upper bound for travel delay in network

(derived from MFD)
Avoidance of blockage for feeding queues

(avoid spillback and gridlock)
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Network model

System variables:

System states: Nk internal and Lk external queues

Measured disturbance: λk arrival rate

Control input: qink inflow

State dynamics:

Internal network

Nk+1 =
[
Nk + T

(
qink − qoutk

)]+

Discharge flow of network

qoutk =
l

Υ
Q
(
Nk

)

where Q(Nk) is total flow in internal network (MFD)

External queue

Lk+1 =
[
Lk + T

(
λk − qink

)]+
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Quality of Service (QoS) requirements

The blockage of external queues should be avoided.

Lk ≤ Lcap, ∀k

The average time delay in network should be less than a given threshold.

∆(Nk) ≤ ∆tr , ∀k

Between the two indicators, the latter has priority.
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Average time delay in network

The indicator is modeled by the following formula:

∆(Nk) =
l

v(Nk)
− l

vfree
,

where

average link length of the network

l=M−1
M∑

i=1

li , i∈1, ...,M

actual travel speed

v(Nk) =
Q(Nk)l

Nk
.

free link travel speed

vfree = lim
Nk→0+

Q(Nk)

Nk

(a)
= lim

Nk→0+

∂Q(Nk)

∂Nk
,
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Motivation - Uncertain MFD

All aforementioned works assume that a well-defined MFD is known explicitly
- not the case in reality. Possible reasons:

network heterogeneity: increases the scatter in the network production and
also, in network outflow

accumulation-based MFD models are inconsistent in terms of information
propagation compared to trip-based models, leading to incorrect outflows

MFD is affected by spatial distribution of congestion, signal control, traffic
(mode) composition, non-recurrent day-to-day traffic patterns, etc.
Ampountolas et al. (2010); Mazloumian et al. (2010); Daganzo et al. (2011);
Ampountolas & Kouvelas (2014); Leclercq et al. (2014), Kulcsar et al. (2015)

Methods developed may reach suboptimal operating points → an altered
network outflow
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Formalization of uncertainty in MFD

Uncertainty of the MFD function can be modeled in a multiplicative manner
as follows:

Q̃(Nk , δk) =
n∑

i=1

pi (1 + δik)N i
k ,

where

δk ,
[
δ0k , δ

1
k , . . . , δ

n
k

]T
gives the uncertainty of MFD function coefficients at

discrete step k

δik is considered to be bounded, i.e. |δik | ≤ δi,max , δi,max ∈ [0, 1] ∀i

The assumptions on the uncertain MFD
are as follows:

Q(Njam)=Q̃(Njam, δk)=0

arg maxN Q(N)= arg max Q̃(N, δk)=Ncr

above considerations imply an
upper-lower envelope structure around
the nominal MFD N [veh]
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Consequences

The uncertainty influences the internal network dynamics as follows:

q̃out(Nk) ,
l

Υ
Q̃
(
Nk

)
= (1 + δk)qout(Nk)

Hence, the internal traffic network queue size is given by

Nk+1 =
[
Nk + T

(
qink − (1 + δk)qout(Nk)

)]+

The uncertain network average speed becomes

ṽ(Nk) ,
Q̃(Nk)l

Nk
=

(1+δk)Q(Nk)l

Nk
=(1+δk)v(Nk)
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Robust control design

Formulated as a one-step-ahead rolling one as follows:

max
qin
k

min
δk

Q̃(Nk+1)

s.t.: ∆̃(Nk+1) ≤ ∆tr

Lk+1 ≤ Lcap

0 ≤ qink ≤ qin,ubk

Nk+1=
[
Nk + T

(
qink − q̃out(Nk)

)]+

Lk+1=
[
Lk + T

(
λk − qink

)]
,

where ∆̃(Nk+1) denotes the actual average delay.

The problem can be relaxed to a simple convex optimization problem:

max
Nk+1

min
δk

Q̃(Nk+1, δk)

subject to: Ñ lb
k+1(δk) ≤ Nk+1 ≤ Ñub

k+1(δk)

where robustness is satisfied through Ñ lb
k+1(δk) and Ñub

k+1(δk).
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Robust control - transformation of the constraints

For the uncertain speed function, we get

ṽ(Nk) ≥ l

τnom + ∆tr

A constant lower bound can be derived for the nominal speed that includes
uncertainty, i.e.,

v lb,delay =
l

(1 + δk)(τnom + ∆tr )

Since the speed function is monotonically
decreasing, the constant upper bound for
the internal queue is obtained by inverting
the speed function:

Ñub,delay
k+1 = v−1

(
l

(1 + δk)(τnom + ∆tr )

)
Nk

v

1
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Substituting the upper bound for controlled inflow qink into the equality
constraint (on the evolution of Nk) a non-constant upper bound emerges and
it is given by

Ñub,que
k+1 = qin,ubk +Nk−(1 + δk)qout(Nk)

The applied upper bound for the decision variable is given as the minimum of
the upper bounds, i.e.,

Ñub
k+1 = min(Ñub,que

k , Ñub,delay
k )

The lower bound for Nk aims at avoiding the blockage of the external queues,
i.e,

Ñ lb,block
k+1 = Nk−(1 + δk)qout(Nk)+Lk+λk−Lcap

Note, that N lb,block may take negative values. Hence, the applied lower
bound is given as:

Ñ lb
k+1 = max(0, Ñ lb,block

k )
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Intuition on the effect of bounds

To give an intuition on the effect of the bounds, we provide some examples:

Proposition 1: Given a single-step control horizon with
constraints (16b)-(16f) on variables Nk+1 and Lk+1 and qin

k ,
the QoS constrained network maximization problem can be
given as a relaxed convex optimization problem:

max
Nk+1

min
�k

Q̃(Nk+1, �k) (17a)

subject to: Ñ lb
k+1(�k)  Nk+1  Ñub

k+1(�k) (17b)

from which once (17) is solved for Nk+1, the optimal control
input qin

k can be calculated by (14). •
Optimization problem (17) extends that of the optimization

problem in [7] by considering uncertainty i) in the cost
function through the uncertain flow function and ii) through
the time-varying upper and lower bounds of Nk+1, which
are used for calculation of optimal inflow qin,opt .

Proof 1: The upper and lower bounds are obtained as
follows. By substituting the delay function �(Nk) from (6)
into (9) for the uncertain speed function, we get

ṽ(Nk) � l

⌧nom + �tr
.

Therefore, by substituting in ṽ(Nk) in (15), a constant lower
bound can be derived for the nominal speed (for which
the function is known and it is monotonic) that includes
uncertainty, i.e.,

vlb,delay =
l

(1 + �k)(⌧nom + �tr )
. (18)

Since the speed function is monotonically decreasing, the
constant upper bound for the internal queue is obtained by
inverting the speed function:

Ñub,delay
k+1 = v�1

✓
l

(1 + �k)(⌧nom + �tr )

◆
. (19)

Substituting the upper bound for controlled inflow qin
k from

(11) into the equality constraint (14) a non-constant upper
bound emerges and it is given by

Ñub,que
k+1 = qin,ub

k +Nk�(1 + �k)qout(Nk). (20)

As a result, the applied upper bound for the decision variable
is given as the minimum of the upper bounds found in (19)
and (20), i.e.,

Ñub
k+1 = min(Ñub,que

k , Ñub,delay
k ). (21)

The lower bound for Nk aims at avoiding the blockage of
the external queues. The bound is obtained by substituting
(5) and (14) into (10), whereas the parametric uncertainty is
involved through the outflow, i.e,

Ñ lb,block
k+1 = Nk�(1 + �k)qout(Nk)+Lk+�k�Lcap . (22)

Note, that N lb,block may take negative values. Hence, the
applied lower bound is given as:

Ñ lb
k+1 = max(0, Ñ lb,block

k ). (23)
Remark 2: Note that for an extreme arrival rate �k it is not

possible to guarantee that both performance requirements are
fulfilled. Further specification of the constraints consider the

flow characteristics of the inner and external dynamics.1 In
our scheme, similar to [7], priority is given to the protected
network, i.e., violation of Ñub

k+1 is not permitted. Hence,
when Ñ lb

k+1 � Ñub
k+1 by choosing Ñub

k+1 to be the solution of
the optimization, we relax the constraint of having Lk+1 
Lcap for the external queues. •

Remark 3: The relaxed optimization problem (17) is a
max-min problem, in which �k is chosen such that the
utility function (here Q̃(Nk+1, �k)) in minimized. Given the
assumptions of the actual NFD with respect to the nominal
(Ncr remains unchanged) and the effect of the uncertainty �k,
monotonicity in the same regions as the nominal is preserved
and, hence, the uncertainty influences optimization (17) only
through the bounds Ñ lb

k+1(�k) and Ñub
k+1(�k). Therefore, the

worst-case uncertainty is obtained by restricting the domain
of Nk+1 in optimization (17).

For the analysis of the robust optimization interval, it is
helpful to examine the dependence of the robust bounds on
�k 2 [��max, �max] (see also any case in Fig. 2).
1. The lower bound is in indirect proportion with �k due to

eq. (22), i.e., Ñ lb(�max)  Ñ lb(�k)  Ñ lb(��max).
2. The same applies to the queue-related upper bound:

Ñub,que(�max)Ñub,que(�k)Ñub,que(��max), (20).
3. The delay related upper bound behaves the oppo-

site way, i.e. Ñub,delay(��max)  Ñub,delay(�k) 
Ñub,delay(�max), Hence, the bound is in direct proportion
with �k which is a result of eq. (19).

Note, that the first two bounds depend on the triplet
(Nk, Lk,�k), but the third one does not depend on the state
of the external queue, Lk, or the arrival , �k.

N
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Ncr

Q(N,0)
Q(N,-/max)
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Nub,delay

Nub,que

Nlb

(a) Case 1
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N
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Fig. 2: Robust bounds Ñ lb(�k), Ñub,delay(�k) and Ñub,que(�k)
and for three cases: the nominal NFD and its upper and lower
envelopes

To give an intuition on the effect of the bounds,

1Note, that the internal network flow depends on the accumulation,
whereas the queuing system of the external network considers a constant
flow capacity. Hence, when prioritizing networks, the former is preferred
since it requires a specific state region to maintain its performance.

Cases 1. and 2. have to do with the performance of the traffic network when
the network is under-utilized

Cases 3. and 4. have to do with the stability of the system
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Robust control - case study
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Summary

Admission control of vehicular networks based on the MFD theory

Inclusion of QoS requirements into the control problem

Relaxation of the optimization problem

Formalization of MFD uncertainty

Robust control design
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Thank You!

Questions?

For more information:
csikos.alfred@sztaki.mta.hu

themistoklis.charalambous@aalto.fi
kulcsar@chalmers.se

PhD Position on Wireless Networked Control Systems

A fully-funded PhD student position is available at the Distributed Systems Control Group,
Department of Electrical Engineering and Automation, School of Electrical Engineering,
Aalto University.

Apply by 29th June 2018 (http://www.aalto.fi/en/about/careers/jobs/view/1877/)

Available from August 2018.
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